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Abstract 

This study suggested an improved CMPSI (Consumer Moving Path Similarity Index) 

algorithm to apply the characteristics of online shopping malls and beacon data. This 

algorithm is a standardized index to define standardized similarity considering the route in 

the offline area and detention time in each beacon zone and to combine with similarity 

considering the definition. The method of similarity measurement suggested by this study 

might be expected to utilize beacon service, to be used as important information for 

marketing activity to increase revenue through combining with on/offline purchase 

information, and to be applied to other major offline B2C commercial area. 
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1. Introduction 

From the perspective of a marketer analyzing a customer, they will want to know the 

characteristics of their customers. Beacon technology is one of the technologies that can 

collect such information. 

Thus this study is going to verify the practicality of this method by suggesting the 

similarity algorithm considering the travel route and the time required for practical marketing 

activities in large-scale offline stores and applying it to actual data. In addition, this study is 

going to suggest a method for analyzing the data collected by BLE Beacon for effective 

marketing activities in the offline store, and propose the fields that can be extended. 

 

2. Related researches on similarity algorithm 
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Hirschberg, D. S. (1977) suggested LCSS (Longest Common Subsequence) function to 

measure the similarity between character strings. This method finds the longest sequence 

among the partial sequences common to both strings of sequences [1]. 

 

Figure 1. The measure example of LCSS  

When we apply this method to the customer's moving path in the offline space, a couple of 

problems arise. It is that it is highly likely that the LCSS length will be large among the 

individuals having long travel length. To overcome these shortcomings, Jung In-cheol (2012) 

suggested relative_LCSS that standardized LCSS values [2]. 

It is to correct the total length of travel that the two objects moved to the length of LCSS 

length. The similarity function of relative_lcss that changed LCSS is as follows. 

Here, length(x), length(y) are the travel distance of each x and y.  

 

Figure 2. The measure example of relative_LCSS 
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Kang Hyeyoung et al. (2008) suggested a similarity algorithm considering the Common 

Visit Time Interval (CVTI) under the cell-space basis. [3]. 

 

Figure 3. The measure example of CVTI 

3. Improvement of moving path similarity algorithm 
 

3.1. Improvement of moving path similarity algorithm considering travel route 

The existing relative_LCSS does not have a value between 0 and 1 exactly. Thus, this 

study use MIN(length(x),length(y)) in denominator for correct standardization. That is, the 

minimum value of the number of visited paths of two objects is used. 

Here, to standardized-relative_LCSS with the value between 0 and 1, when using the 

minimum value in the denominator, it can be expressed as follows. 

 

3.2. Improvement of moving path similarity algorithm considering stay time 

The stay time means the time that stayed in the zone where the beacon is installed. The 

beacon zone is an area configured with a predetermined radius and records the time at which 

the customer's mobile enters and the time the customer departs the area. Departure Time - 

Entry time is defined as Stay Time. The stay time similarity is defined in consideration of the 

stay time of the zone included in LCSS(x,y), regardless of the elapsed time from the initial 

entry time of the shopping mall based on the characteristics of shopping. This can be 

expressed as follows. 
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3.3. Proposed model of mixed similarity algorithm 

This study proposes a customer moving path similarity measurement algorithm for a large 

off-line shopping mall by combining standardized-relative_LCSS and adj_CVTI suggested in 

Chapter 3. Both values have a value between 0 and 1. Therefore, this study proposes a 

Consumer Moving Path Similarity Index (CMPSI) algorithm with a linear combination of two 

successive similarities. Here, if the sum of the weights of two arithmetic formulas is set to 1, 

the CMPSI is also an index having a value between 0 and 1. This can be expressed as 

[Formula 6]. Both values have a value between 0 and 1. Therefore, this study proposes a 

Consumer Moving Path Similarity Index (CMPSI) algorithm with a linear combination of two 

successive similarities. Here, if the sum of the weights of two arithmetic formulas is set to 1, 

the CMPSI is also an index having a value between 0 and 1. This can be expressed as follows. 

 

Where, : The length of the longest common substring of object x and y 

: Minimum value of the number of the travel routes of x and y 

: Common Stay time of the Same Zone of a and b objects 

: Minimum Value of Total Shopping Time of Object x and y 
,  : As for weighted value of each +=1, 0 ,  1 

 

4. Empirical analysis 

[Table 1] shows the characteristics of males who did not show characteristics by age 

group. For males, the moving path similarity of groups with the same sex and age group is 

high for all ages. On the other hand, in the case of women, the same sex and age groups have 

high similarity only in some the 40s and 20s, and the rest have high similarity among the 

sex/age groups. This could be the result deducted because the patterns of shopping are simple 

for men but they are very diverse for women.  

These results show that the newly proposed algorithm is worthy of exploiting the moving 

path characteristics of customers. 
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Table 1. Similarity comparison by gender, age  

 

5. Conclusion 

This study suggested a new algorithm to calculate the similarity based on the time of 

staying at a specific location and the moving path in a large offline shopping mall. This study 

suggested an improved algorithm after pointing out the inappropriate part of the similarity 

algorithm suggested in existing studies, from the viewpoint of the customer moving path of 

the large offline shopping mall. Also, this study applied to the beacon data using the data 

occurring from the beacon, and as a result, it could be utilized as a customer identification 

index that can be used for marketing.  

In this study, if we identify the moving path of the visiting customers in the large 

commercial space and find the characteristic of each zone based on this, and apply 

appropriate marketing to the characteristic, it will be possible for customers to expect a more 

convenient space and for companies to expect profit increase. 
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